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Death has come to court. As the plague rages outside the palace walls, tormented screams and

pleas for help go unanswered by the members of the French court sheltered within the castle. Mary

Queen of Scots feels safe-but she doesn't know that someone using the secret tunnels may bring

the threat inside. Mary worries that those she loves--her husband Francis, and friends Lola, Bash,

and Kenna--remain stranded beyond the gates, among the sick and dying. The infection doesn't

distinguish between royals and commoners. Can they survive? And when Nostradamus receives a

disturbing vision that portends Mary's own death, she wonders--how long will she reign?
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A novel by Lily Blake. Based on the series created by Laurie McCarthy and Stephanie Sengupta.

I really didn't have high expectations but I was somewhat desperate having just finished Reign. The

writing was ok---as someone who typically reads authors such as George RR Martin or Diane

Gabaldon, it was not descriptive enough, and I felt there were so many different ways ---words,

descriptions, backgrounds information--- that the author could have used to give more depth and

originality to the piece. What ultimately was missed, and what made this just an "okay" book" rather

than a "good book" was that the author failed to bring readers fully into the story; she missed the

mark completely by failing to connect and enhance upon the core personalities that made these

characters not just historical, but beloved; uniquely and undeniably Reign. Francis, Mary, Bash, Lola



and even Catherine, who holds such a grounding point in the TC series with her fierce passion for

her family, broke from character in ways that simply undermined the entire story. This could have

been quite good, but unless the author learns to go deeper into what makes a character uniquely

themselves, how to enhance and add dimension to an already well-loved story---it will never be

great. I give credit for the attempt; there is some talent hiding here. It simply needs to be given more

depth to make it truly come alive.

It was well written but a little disappointing after watching Reign

This book was good and tied into the end of season one. I wish it had been longer and the only

negative thing I could say is that I don't believe Francis had any lingering feelings for Lola, but it was

still a good read if you loved the series.

Author did a lovely job!

Good book, but the best part is the perfect condition in which i received it.

Great captivating story. It is so much richer if you have watched the program tv version, but works

on its own, too. Quick, can't put it down kind of book.

Fantastic and followed the historical events to a tea.

Great book!
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